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Overview
MATERIALS
Camera 
(phone camera) 
+ Alphabet Checklist

ACTIVITY
Accidental Alphabets 
(Picture Possibilities)

DESCRIPTION
Video + Instructions
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This is a digital journaling exercise designed to get you to look at 
your local area or home space differently, and involves building up a 
photographic library of typography for artistic purposes. Typography 
is the art and technique of arranging written language. We might 
not often think of typography and the natural or built environment 
as having a close relationship, but as soon as you start looking, you 
see that words, letters and numbers appear surprisingly often! Look 
at the shapes that form the natural or built environment around you 
and use your camera/phone to take photos of as many letters as you 
can. An example of this might be the tire of a car, or the cover of a 
manhole being an “O”. Try and get as many letters as you can! Once 
you have all the letters, or the ones you need, try and make a word 
that describes you! Here’s an example for you (it’s mine!):

Send your finished word/phrase to me, Helium Artist Chelsea 
Canavan at chelsea@helium.ie.

You now have a new typography which you can use for your own 
journally or collaging activities, or as a starter for a collective activity 
as part of Helium Arts home-based programme for teenagers. 

If you’re stuck, take a look at Chelsea’s Alphabet letters at the end of 
this document for some inspiration!

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:

Write a short message to your friend with the letters you find and 
send them the message.

Start an archive of things that look like letters, see how many 
you can collect.

Try making a palindrome using all different letters, and then the 
same ones, which one looks best?

intrOductiOn 
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Camera/ mobile phone camera
Alphabet Checklist + Pen

Step 1
Grab your camera/phone and make sure you have your alphabet 
checklist. This makes it so much easier to keep track of which ones 
you’ve done.

MAteriAls

instructiOns
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Step 2
Use objects around your house to photograph or head out on a walk 
to find objects or architecture around your locality just remember 
social distancing! When you find one, take a photograph of it. 
(Hint: Try using your square crop so that they are all the same size.)
Here are a few examples from my walk.
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Step 4
If you’re using MSWord remember to 
Save As… TT1_yournameYOURWORD.docx

Or if you’re emailing me in the subject 
line put: TT1 - your name - your word

Step 5
Send! 

Step 3
When you’re done. Send all your photos to your computer through 
email or your preferred method.

Place all your photos into a word document in the right order 
formation. I found making a table helped keep my letters organised. 

Hint: If you have a better way that works for you, make your word your 
way, a collage app might work just as well. 
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